INCOMING SERVICES

ON TRAVEL SOLUTIONS is a fresh, modern and dynamic
Company on the holiday business market. Our team bears a wide
experience in destination management for Portugal and Cape
Verde, and we are now combining it with the latest technology
and an innovative concept, giving the most effective solutions
to our clients.
Our purpose is taking care of reservations, transfers or groups
but we also have the power and capacity to create new ideas,
advise the top deals and give always the best choices.

ON TRAVEL SOLUTIONS is a DMC providing incoming travel
services for Portugal Mainland, Madeira, Azores and Cape Verde.
We study the market trends, analyse the supply and demand
so we can deliver our clients the most effective offer. All this
combined with the latest technology, know-how and local
expertise.
We can easily do website management, using the efficiency that
the internet brings nowadays!

OUR SERVICES ARE DESIGN
TO MEET ALL OUR CLIENTS’ NEEDS.

ALGARVE

BEAUTIFUL BEACHES, WARM WATER
AND MAGNIFICENT SUNSHINE ALL
YEAR-ROUND, ALGARVE IS A DREAM
DESTINATION.
Situated in the south of Portugal, this part
of the territory was the last to be conquered
from the Moors by the Portuguese in 1292.
Traces of the Moorish presence are still
seen in its unique terraces, chimneys and
whitewashed houses.
The Algarve has idyllic temperatures
(soft winters and mild summers) which
are perfect conditions for golf and Water
sports.

It’s not a coincidence that Kitesurf, Sailing
and Windsurf World Championships are
taken place here!

LISBON & COAST

LISBON IS A LEGENDARY CITY WITH OVER
20 CENTURIES OF HISTORY.
It has the fusion of young trendy confidence
and old style assurance.
The centre of Lisbon is elegant with a series
of Art Nouveau buildings on broad, treelined streets. In contrast, the mystical Alfama
district is a region of slim alleyways and
winding streets with its typical tile covered
building facades echoing Portugal’s Moorish
and medieval history and where one can hear
the Fado being played and sung at night.
Lisbon has also a new part, built after the
world exposition ‘Expo 98’, called now Parque
das Nações offering lots of attractions and
activities! Lisbon is also the stage for popular
festivities, the place for exquisite shopping,
interesting museums and exciting nightlife –
it is generally considered to be amongst the
best in Europe.

On the coast of Lisbon there are several
cities that cannot be missed: Sintra, a
Unesco World Heritage Site, full of palaces,
castles and nobility; Cabo da Roca,
Europe’s most western point, Cascais &
Estoril, very cosmopolitan and elegant,
Ericeira, a small and picturesque fishing
village... Definitely worth’s a visit! If you
are looking for experiences, sports and
emotions, there are several events going
on: Moto Championships, Golf, and Tennis
Championships, Jazz and Dance Festivals,
Handicraft fairs...

PORTO
Overlooking the Douro River, Porto is one of the most ancient European cities and most
ancient tourism destinations, chosen by many tourists and visitors. One of the most
significant aspects of Porto and its historical centre is its landscape, combining harmony
with the urban structure and presenting a frame of rare beauty. The city was classified as
World Heritage by UNESCO in 1996.
The richness of its monumental and artistic patrimony, the Port Wine cellars, the many spots
dedicated to leisure and culture are only some of the reasons that invite you to visit Porto.
When discovering Porto, you will find many surprises. Porto is contemporary and artistic.

Porto’s cultural life goes far beyond its historical and monumental patrimony. Esplanades,
entertainment spots, cinemas, music, boat travel, sports and night entertainment are only a
few of the available offers as far as leisure is concerned.
DARE TO DISCOVER AND LIVE GREAT MOMENTS ON THIS SURPRISING CITY.

MADEIRA
With a subtropical climate located in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean, Madeira is known as a floating garden! Remarkable
for its Gardens and Natural landscapes, Madeira has much
more to offer! There are lots of programs that can be made:
historical monuments, the famous Levadas, squares and
streets in Funchal, picturesque villages, impressive volcanic
caves...
MADEIRA HAS ALSO A VERY GOOD NIGHTLIFE WITH
SEVERAL NICE PLACES TO GO AND ENJOY!
This is a fascinating landscape, with its high mountains and
deep valleys covered by exotic vegetation and colourful
flowers. Add to these attractions the charm of the small
villages and the cosmopolitan rhythm of the capital, Madeira,
and you have plenty of good reasons to set off and explore
every corner of the island.

If
you’re
looking
for
sun and relaxation, you
will find mostly basaltpebble beaches all around
the island and bathing
complexes that will enable
you to enjoy the fantastic
natural resources of this
archipelago surrounded by
a warm, crystalline sea. The
average sea temperature
is 18ºC in winter and 22º in
summer, which means you
can have a pleasant dip at
any time of the year.

AZORES

THE AZORES: 9 GARDEN-LIKE ISLANDS ON THE HORIZONS OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN!
Lakes, mountains, forest reserves, nature parks, protected landscape, endemic flora and
fauna and protected ecosystems make the Azores a much sought-after destination for
nature lovers.
An invitation to discover and experience a different world, repeated on each of the nine
islands of the Azores. Ponta Delgada, the capital of Sao Miguel Island, is a very Cosmopolitan
city where you will find good shopping, exciting nightlife and relaxing spa’s.
In Azores you shouldn’t miss the wonderful lakes and breathtaking landscapes, stops at
traditional places of craft, and exploring unique local culture and a whale watching. Azores
is much known for being one of the best places in the world to do it.

The Azores islands offer you a fantastic
environment for outdoor activities.
From whale watching and swimming
with dolphins, to golf and jeep safaris,
there are several resources available.

CAPE VERDE
LONG WHITE SANDY BEACHES, CLEAR AND WARM WATER, SUMMER ALL YEAR ROUND
ARE MAYBE THE BEST WAYS TO DESCRIBE CAPE VERDE!
A unique beautiful and exotic landscape offered by each of the 10 islands but on different
ways. This is the perfect destination for beach and sports lovers!
Santiago is the most African island of the archipelago. Cidade Velha, the capital is part of
Unesco World Heritage and is very famous for its open-air markets.
São Vicente offers a cultural side with some unique rhythms than can only be found here:
Funaná, Coladera and Morna are just some examples. Also there are many world known
musicians from here!
The people in Cape Verde are extremely friendly and hospitable. They even have a word to
describe it: morabeza! Santo Antão is the green island with a luxuriant Nature, fantastic trails
for hiking lovers, with lots and wonderful places to view and take photos.

Sal Island was discovered in 1640 and was
first known as PLANA meaning “flat’. It was
renamed when a lagoon in a crater of an
extinct volcano was discovered and in this
place, after the rains, salt was produced. This
crater is now known as Pedra Lume. The
entrance to this crater was made possible
by means of an artificial tunnel built in 1804.
The crater is at sea-level, and even though
the sea is 1 km away the water manages to
filter in.
Sal main attractions are the magnificent
beaches and sea and the excellent conditions
for practising water sports.
The capital, Sal Rei, is tranquil during the
day, with its main square buying and selling
their productions and down at the harbour
tending their fishing boats and nets, playing
a game of cards or enjoying a swim. There
are some restaurants with local musicians
performing and is recommended for music
fans and cafeterias on the main square and
the town really livens up in the evening when
you`ll hear the sad melodic songs of the
Morna everywhere. A popular mix between
Cape Verdeans and Travelers is the famous
Beach Festival of Santa Maria, mainly with
cape Verdean performances.

Boavista has long and wonderful beaches
with dunes along the coast. Most inland
villages have been abandoned with the
exception of Povoação Velha, which is still
prosperous and friendly and worth visiting.

Boavista is the third most important nesting
site in the world for this endangered
species. Each year around 3000 turtles
come ashore between May to September
to lay their eggs on the beaches.
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE REASONS TO COME AND ENJOY THESE FANTASTIC
ISLANDS!

SERVICES

Accommodation

Repping Service

Accommodation is an essential part for
a holiday season, that’s why we feature
on our portfolio a very wide range of
establishments on each destination. These
units can go from a budget selection to a
5 star deluxe hotel. We offer competitive
rates, small releases and preferably on
freesale!

Our multi-lingual representatives provide
all the support that clients might need
during their holiday, give the best tips
and advise of all activities on the area. If
necessary they will meet & greet on the
airport upon arrival.

Transfers

Excursions

On Travel Solutions provides quality airport
transfers covering all Portugal Mainland,
Madeira, Azores, South Spain and Cape
Verde airports.
All Transfer are provided by licensed
professionals equipped with a modern fleet
of buses and minibuses guaranteeing the
most competitive, quick and comfortable
service.

There are amazing places that you just
cannot miss! We offer several and multilingual possibilities of tours and activities
so clients can get to know more about their
chosen destination.

Golf
Where are the best golf courses in the
world? In Portugal! Algarve and Estoril are
considered the best places to play golf
in the whole world! We can suggest the
clients several Golf Courses, take care of
reservations, equipment and all necessary
procedures so that the clients only have to
worry about how to make a good swing!

Groups & Roundtrips

M.I. (Meeting industry)

There are so many possibilities for groups
and roundtrips in Portugal due to the
variety of products, landscapes and
infrastructures available. We can provide
several thematic programs such as
cultural, religious, wine, city breaks and so
much more… We always suggest the best
possible way in order to guarantee the
fulfilment of your requirements.

Whatever
your
event
congress,
convention, business meeting, conference
or incentive, our expert team will take care
of all the logistical and operational matters
including
assistance,
transportation,
accommodation, logistics, activities and
all the extras which provide the finishing
touches to ensure that your event in
Portugal is a successful and unforgettable
one.

Experiences

Car Rental

Leisure, relax, health, sport or cultural, we
can organize programs customized at your
choice with the maximum imagination and
professionalism.

We offer a very wide range of vehicles.
Clients can choose what goes better with
their holidays and personal requirements
for driving.

HEAD OFFICE
Cruz da Bota Lote 4 R/C A
Estrada de Alvor
8500-521 Alvor
Algarve – Portugal
T: (+351) 282 420 480

BRANCH - MADEIRA
Estrada Monumental
nª.372, Loja T e U
Galerias Jardins D`Ajuda
9000-720 Funchal
T: (+351) 291 724 080

BRANCH - CABO VERDE
Ilha do Sal
Djadsal Moradias, Bloco B,
U01 - Santa Maria, 4111 Sal
T: (+238) 242 97 30

Ilha da Boa Vista
Avenida 4 de Julho
Edifício Sumaport – 1º andar
Sal Rei – Boa Vista
T: (+238) 251 92 80/89

info@on-travelsolutions.com

www.on-travelsolutions.com

